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Father’s 
Journal
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This Exhorta�on is taken 
from The Journals Of Our 
Father, Reverend Peter 
Ayo-Alabi
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Beloved, GOD has Blessed You 
with Life here on earth.
This life is put together in 
pockets of TIME.
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Have you no�ced how 
we use the term 
LIFETIME?
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You must therefore master TIME - 
master what it is, how it works, and ul-
�mately how to make the most of 
it.This is what the Lord has laid in my 
heart for you this week and in the next 
couple of weeks.
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Time is common to all of us - rich and poor, small 
and great, male and female, saved and unsaved. 
The rich cannot buy more �me, neither does the 
poor have less of it. Contrary to what many believe, 
you cannot manage �me; you cannot reduce it, 
you cannot increase it, neither can you 
stop it perpetually 
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You can only 
manage and apply 
yourself to Time!
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Moses the Prophet of GOD 
said “to apply our hearts to 
wisdom” in rela�on to num-
bering our days.
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Psa 90:12  So teach us to 
number our days, that we 
may apply our hearts unto 
wisdom
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Your life will ul�mately be interpret-
ed in rela�on to your use of �me.
This is why we take dates of birth 
and dates of death seriously. 
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For example, King David’s 
life was summarized by 
Apostle Paul according to 
how he used his life �me.
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Act 13:36  
For David, a�er he had served his 
own genera�on by the will of God, 
fell on sleep, and was laid unto his 
fathers, and saw corrup�on:
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He said King David “served his own 
genera�on by the will of God” - 
that’s what he did with his life �me.
What are you doing with 
yours Beloved?
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Are you making the most of your 
�me, as Apostle Paul admonished 
us in Ephesians 5:16?

Psa 90:12  So teach us to 
number our days, that we 
may apply our hearts unto 
wisdom
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I’ll share with you FIVE reali�es 
of TIME that you must under-
stand su�ciently:

Your life will ul�mately be interpret-
ed in rela�on to your use of �me.
This is why we take dates of birth 
and dates of death seriously. 
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1. Lost Time
2. Insu�cient Time
3. Loss of Time (When what was done 
with �me gets destroyed)
4. Behind Time
5. Wasted Time (Doing with �me things 
that are totally inconsequen�al)
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Lost �me - it is �me unused or un-
applied towards righ�ul purposes. 
Ecc 3:1  To every thing there is a 
season, and a �me to every pur-
pose under the heaven:
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Many are loosing �me perpetually by not 
doing with their �me what they ought to be 
doing. The �mes of our lives are appor-
�oned to specific purposes.It is important 
to know what you ought to be doing per 
�me, and then do it!
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Are you praying when you ought to?
Are you working when you ought to?
Are you res�ng when you ought to?
Are you connec�ng with your loved ones 
when you ought to?
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If you answered NO to any of 
the aforemen�oned then you 
have recorded some lost �me !
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Good news is that, 
you can REGAIN
 lost �me !
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Regain lost �me by:
Elimina�ng the factors that hin-
dered you from using �me for its 
righ�ul purpose Start doing what 
you ought to have been doing
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I’ll share with you the 
other reali�es 
of TIME next Sunday !
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Be encouraged!
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PRAYER (Dad’s prayer for Us)
If �me has been working against you, I declare fresh impar-
ta�on of Wisdom upon you to turn things around in your 
favor! May the Lord remove �me wasters from your life
May the Lord cause �me and chance to work in your favor 
henceforth  As your days so shall your strength 
be In Jesus precious name!
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Till next week, Go and 
Win with Jesus!
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NOTE - This is straight from The 
Journal of Our Father, Reverend 
Peter Ayo-Alabi


